such a way as to produce leaves so close to the ground that the mower blades do not catch them. Certain grasses, notably the bents, exhibit this response and are consequently valuable when short cutting practices are the rule.

Certain other grasses, however, such as Kentucky bluegrass, usually continue their upright habit of growth and may be completely defoliated by severe and frequent cutting. As the amount of defoliation increases, the food manufactured by the remaining top decreases, and consequently less food is available to build new plant parts. When cutting practices which virtually defoliate the plant at each cutting date are maintained, any food previously stored is gradually used up in building new parts and in keeping the plant alive, and when these cutting practices are coupled with adverse growing conditions, the plants recover very slowly and sometimes not at all. Cutting of the top of the plant results, then, not only in lessening the amount of new top growth produced after cutting, but also in decreasing the production of roots, and even in extreme cases in actually killing the underground parts of the plant.

With lantern slides Mr. Harrison showed effects of cutting on the subsequent growth of grass plants under more or less controlled conditions. It is possible by controlling the amount of nitrogen supplied a plant, the temperature under which it is growing and the amount of cutting of the tops to produce results which he exhibited by means of the slides. Most of these results were obtained while working in the greenhouse of the University of Chicago on funds supplied by the Green Section.

French Lick's Second Midwest Tourny April 7-9

SECOND ANNUAL Midwest Tournament will be played at French Lick Springs, Ind., April 7, 8 and 9. Events will be run in scratch and handicap classes and for men and women.

The inaugural of the event drew a good field last year. Its success established it as a welcome competitive feature of the central states amateur calendar.

Special combination rates covering transportation and accommodations at the French Lick Springs hotel, have been arranged at a very moderate figure.

Thomas Heneage, 120 S. La Salle St., Chicago, is director of the event and will supply complete details to prospective entrants.

And NOW—for 1933.... PERFECTION announces another very important IMPROVEMENT

A NEW, INDESTRUCTIBLE, PRESSED STEEL, DISC BASE (Pat. Appl'd for) that can be dragged around the finest of greens all day without causing the slightest damage.

AND REMEMBER THIS
ONLY PERFECTIONS REALLY GIVE BY ACTUAL TEST AND DAILY USE:
Perfect distribution at all pressures—never over 40 lbs. required. Constant slow motion under all conditions without adjustments. Not affected by side-hill settings or by any wind. Nothing to adjust—Self-starting—Fool-proof—They just go. Maximum coverage for any given pressure—75-ft. circle at only 10 lbs. No small holes to become clogged—No expensive repairs. Only 3/8" hose required—Operate perfectly on low pressure. Entirely rust-proof by Cadmium Plating—Will last "forever".

Over 50 of America's Leading Golf and Lawn Equipment Dealers—after actual comparative tests and upon the advice of leading Greenkeeper acquaintances—have selected Perfection Sprinklers as their first choice. Prices from $6.50 to $12.50.

THERE IS A PERFECTION SPRINKLER DEALER IN YOUR VICINITY If he fails to show you Perfections write direct.

PERFECTION SPRINKLER CO.
PLYMOUTH, MICHIGAN